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Abstract. Plant functional type (PFT) distributions affect
the results of biogenic emission modeling as well as O3
and particulate matter (PM) simulations using chemistry-
transport models (CTMs). This paper analyzes the varia-
tions of both surface biogenic volatile organic compound
(BVOC) emissions and O3 concentrations due to changes in
the PFT distributions in the Seoul Metropolitan Areas, Ko-
rea. The Fifth-Generation NCAR/Pennsylvania State Meso-
scale Model (MM5)/the Model of Emissions of Gases and
Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN)/the Sparse Matrix Opera-
tor Kernel Emissions (SMOKE)/the Community Multiscale
Air Quality (CMAQ) model simulations were implemented
over the Seoul Metropolitan Areas in Korea to predict sur-
face O3 concentrations for the period of 1 May to 31 June
2008. Starting from a performance check of CTM predic-
tions, we consecutively assessed the effects of PFT area de-
viations on the MEGAN BVOC and CTM O3 predictions,
and we further considered the basis of geospatial and statis-
tical analyses. The three PFT data sets considered were (1)
the Korean PFT, developed with Korea-speciﬁc vegetation
database; (2) the CDP PFT, adopted from the community
data portal (CDP) of US National Center for Atmospheric
Research in the United States (NCAR); (3) MODIS PFT, re-
classiﬁed from the NASA Terra and Aqua combined land
cover products. Although the CMAQ performance check re-
veals that all of the three different PFT data sets are applica-
ble choices for regulatory modeling practice, noticeable pri-
mary data (i.e., PFT and Leaf Area Index (LAI)) was ob-
served to be missing in many geographic locations. Based on
the assessed effect of such missing data on CMAQ O3 pre-
dictions, we found that this missing data can cause spatially
increased bias in CMAQ O3. Thus, it must be resolved in the
near future to obtain more accurate biogenic emission and
chemistry transport modeling results.
Comparisons of MEGAN biogenic emission results with
the three different PFT data showed that broadleaf trees
(BTs) are the most signiﬁcant contributor, followed by
needleleaf trees (NTs), shrub (SB), and herbaceous plants
(HBs) to the total BVOCs. In addition, isoprene from BTs
and terpene from NTs were recognized as signiﬁcant primary
and secondary BVOC species in terms of BVOC emissions
distributions and O3-forming potentials in the study domain.
A geographically weighted regression analysis with locally
compensated ridge (LCR-GWR) with the different PFT data
(δO3 vs. δPFTs) suggests that addition of BT, SB, and NT
areas can contribute to O3 increase, whereas addition of an
HB area contributes to O3 decrease in the domain.
Assessment results of the simulated spatial and temporal
changes of O3 distributions with the different PFT scenarios
reveal that hourly and local impacts from the different PFT
distributions on occasional inter-deviations of O3 are quite
noticeable, reaching up to 13ppb. The simulated maximum
1h O3 inter-deviations between different PFT scenarios have
an asymmetric diurnal distribution pattern (low in the early
morning, rising during the day, peaking at 05:00p.m., and
decreasing during the night) in the study domain. Exponen-
tially diverging hourly BVOC emissions and O3 concentra-
tions with increasing ambient temperature suggest that the
use of different PFT distribution data requires much caution
when modeling (or forecasting) O3 air quality in complicated
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urban atmospheric conditions in terms of whether uncertain-
tiesinO3 predictionresultsareexpectedtobemildorsevere.
1 Introduction
Biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) emitted from
vegetated areas play an important role in the chemistry of
the lower troposphere and atmospheric boundary layer via
a series of oxidation reactions with OH and NO3 radicals
and O3 (Finlayson-Pitts and Fitts, 2000; Atkinson and Arey,
2003). It is known that BVOC emissions can enhance O3 for-
mation in the areas with high NOx concentrations because
BVOC oxidation increases the concentrations of hydroper-
oxy and organic peroxy radicals (HO2 and RO2) that can
convert NO into NO2 without depleting O3. In addition, the
BVOC emissions can reduce O3 concentrations in the ar-
eas with low levels of NOx because the reaction of O3 and
BVOC reduces hydroxyl radicals and leads to decreased O3
formation (Finlayson-Pitts and Fitts, 2000; Hogrefe et al.,
2011). For example, a regional air quality modeling study
reported that biogenic emissions are associated with at least
20% of surface O3 concentrations in most areas of the con-
tinental United States (Tao et al., 2003). A modeling study
with MOZART-4 (Model for Ozone and Related Chemical
Species, version 4) showed that biogenic isoprene emissions
cause −5ppb to 10ppb changes in surface O3 concentrations
overtheAmazonregion,Indonesia,andpartsofSouthAfrica
during the spring season (Pﬁster et al., 2008).
The ﬂux of biogenic emission is a strong function of vege-
tation area, biomass density, and other environmental factors
(Guenther et al., 1995, 2006). In biogenic emission model-
ing, vegetation area has been commonly considered to be one
of the most important driving variables because it reﬂects the
phenological emission capacity of the area of interest. In or-
der to more efﬁciently prepare vegetation area information as
an input to biogenic emission modeling, plant functional type
(PFT) data have been used (Guenther et al., 2006; Pﬁster et
al.,2008;Arnethetal.,2011).Conceptually,PFTsareclasses
of vegetation species that share similar responses to environ-
mental factors, similar functioning at the organismic level,
and/or similar effects on ecosystems (Smith et al., 1997; Sun
et al., 2008). In a biogenic emissions modeling approach, the
PFT data sets specify the type and composition of vegeta-
tion classes in a grid cell to determine the capacity of bio-
genic emissions. Thus, careful consideration of PFT distribu-
tions is needed for the estimation of biogenic emissions and
subsequent predictive work such as the O3 prediction with
chemistry-transport model (CTM).
Several recent modeling studies have reported sensitivi-
ties of PFT to the biogenic emissions and O3 concentrations.
For example, Guenther et al. (2006) reported about −13 to
24% changes in global annual isoprene emissions from stan-
dard Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature
(MEGAN) modeling using the 11 different PFT data sets.
Pﬁster et al. (2008) reported a factor of two or more differ-
ences in monthly isoprene emissions on global to regional
scales through the examination of the MEGAN sensitivity to
three different sets of satellite-derived leaf area index (LAI)
and PFT data sets. Pﬁster et al. (2008) also reported a dif-
ference of up to 5ppb in monthly mean O3 concentrations
from the global-scale simulations of MOZART /MEGAN
with three different sets of satellite-derived LAI and PFT in-
put data.
Although the previously summarized modeling studies
produced valuable ﬁndings, none of the studies represents
a local scale and a more detailed situation. For example,
Pﬁster et al. (2008) adopted a coarse-grid resolution (i.e.,
2.8◦ ×2.8◦) in their study and use only satellite-based PFT
distributionstocarryouttheirglobalmodelingstudy.Inaddi-
tion, they also showed that the sensitivity or uncertainty (e.g.,
a factor of 2 or more differences in isoprene and up to 5ppb
of surface O3 inter-deviation) is not only related to changes
in LAI data but also to changes in PFT data.
The purpose of our study is to investigate the impacts of
different PFT distribution data on O3 concentrations. Carry-
ing out biogenic emission model and CTM simulations, we
investigated changes in surface biogenic emissions and am-
bient O3 concentrations with different PFT distribution data
sets. Our approach has several distinctive features. First, in
this study, we included a region-speciﬁc high-resolution PFT
distribution data set: the Korean PFT database (KORPFT).
The KORPFT was derived from three data sets: (1) Korean
land cover classiﬁcation maps; (2) tree stock maps; and (3)
Korean vegetation survey data. Secondly, we adopted a 3km
by 3km ﬁne grid system in order to more closely investi-
gate spatial patterns of biogenic emissions and O3 behavior
in accordance with ﬁner PFT distribution patterns. Thirdly,
we changed only PFT data sets to isolate the impacts of the
different PFTs on atmospheric chemistry (or O3 concentra-
tions).
The main idea behind our approach is that because PFT
distributions affect the magnitudes of biogenic emission ca-
pacity in the domain of interest, the use of different PFT data
can affect biogenic emission estimations and consequently
O3 prediction results. The proposed idea and method was
tested over the Seoul Metropolitan Areas (SMAs) in Ko-
rea, in which both tremendously developed urban area and
densely vegetated areas actually coexist.
Section 2 of this paper describes the PFT distribution data
sets developed for or used in this study together with the
simulation framework used for biogenic emission estimation
and O3 predictions and some statistical measures used for
the evaluation of the modeling results. Section 3 presents
and discusses evaluation and comparison results for biogenic
emissions and O3. Finally, Sect. 4 presents some conclusions
of this study.
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2 PFT data sets and simulation experiment
2.1 Development of the PFT data set
2.1.1 Korean PFT database
A highly resolved PFT distribution data set (resolution of
150×150m2) for the Korean Peninsula (KORPFT) was es-
tablished in this study by compiling various local sources of
vegetation data, such as a Korean land cover map (produced
in 2007 and renewed in 2009) and vegetation survey (col-
lected for the consecutive years 1994–2004) from the Korea
Ministry of Environment, and tree stock maps (produced and
renewed for the consecutive years 1996–2005) from the Ko-
rea Forest Service.
A four-PFT scheme in which multiple vegetation species
were classiﬁed into four types, broadleaf (BT), needleleaf
(NT), shrub (SB), and herbaceous (HB), was applied. The
fraction of individual PFT groups (PFTFk) was calculated by
applying the canopy density-weighted focal average as fol-
lows:
PFTFk(%) =
n X
i=1
fmPFTk_i/SA×δPFTk_i ×100, (1)
where SA is a selected grid region (m2) with n-grid cells;
PFTFk denotes the percentage area of an individual PFT in
the SA (%); k denotes the individual PFT type (e.g., BT, NT,
SB, and HB); n denotes the number of unit grid cells in the
SA; fmPFTk_i is the spatial moving averaged value (m2) of the
ith unit grid cell for a PFT in the SA calculated by the focal
average method; and δPFTk_i is the vegetation canopy density
factor for an individual PFT at ith grid cell (0 ≤ δPFTk_i ≤ 1).
The focal average of individual PFTs at every focal grid
cell (the ith grid cell) can be deﬁned as follows:
fmPFTk_i =
1
Ni
ajwrtPFTk X
{j:j∼i}
, (2)
where Ni denotes the number of all neighbors of the ith unit
grid cell, the set {j : j ∼ i} contains all the neighboring lo-
cations j of unit i, and ajwrtPFTk is the area sum (m2) of all
neighboring grids of a focal grid cell with respect to an indi-
vidual PFT group.
2.1.2 CDP and MODIS PFT
Two other PFT distribution data sets used in this study are
based on satellite observations. The former PFT distribu-
tion data set (resolution of 1×1km2) was developed for
the global isoprene emission study (Guenther et al., 2006)
and derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spec-
troradiometer (MODIS) land cover product in 2001. As this
PFT data set is downloadable from the community data por-
tal (http://cdp.ucar.edu) maintained by the US National Cen-
ter for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), we refer to this data
set as CDP for brevity in this study. The latter PFT dis-
tribution data set (resolution of 0.5×0.5km2) was reclas-
siﬁed for this study from the MODIS land cover type 5
products of the Terra and Aqua satellite sensors in 2008.
Hereafter, MODIS will only refer to this reclassiﬁed 2008
data set. The MODIS land cover type 5 data, with a PFT
scheme including eight vegetation and four non-vegetation
classes (Bonan et al., 2002; Friedl et al., 2002; Strahler et
al., 1999), were processed to generate the MEGAN PFT.
The MODIS vegetation classes were converted into MEGAN
PFT classes by straightforward mapping of the eight MODIS
vegetation classes into the four MEGAN PFTs (i.e., BT, NT,
SB, and HB). For example, the PFT distribution was calcu-
lated by adopting land cover class descriptions provided by
the International-Geosphere–Biosphere Programme (IGBP)
(Friedl et al., 2002; Strahler et al., 1999). As an example, ge-
ographically distributed pixels (pixel size=500m×500m)
for MODIS broadleaf evergreen and broadleaf deciduous
trees were reclassiﬁed as BT. Based on the IGBP description
ofthevegetation-coveredfractionforthebroadleafevergreen
and broadleaf deciduous trees (Strahler et al., 1999) (i.e.,
“Lands dominated by woody vegetation with a percentage
cover>60%”),weassumedthattheBT-coveredfractionsfor
every reclassiﬁed pixel range from 60 to 100% (mean BT-
covered fraction =80%). Therefore, we simply assigned a
mean % BT-covered fraction of 80% to every BT pixel when
we developed a gridded PFTFBT database (500m×500m
spatial resolution) for MEGAN.
2.2 Framework of the simulation experiment
A modeling framework, the Fifth-Generation
NCAR/Pennsylvania State Mesoscale Model (MM5)–
the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE)–the
Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Na-
ture (MEGAN)–the Community Multiscale Air Quality
(CMAQ), was established for meteorological modeling,
anthropogenic and biogenic emissions processing and
modeling, and chemistry-transport model simulations
for May–June 2008. In this modeling study, three-step
nested gridding was conducted. Horizontal resolutions of
27×27km2 for the largest domain, 9×9km2 for the second
largest domain, and 3×3km2 for the smallest domain were
used (refer to Fig. 1a). In the framework, the model settings
for three-step simulations were the same, except for the
biogenic emissions input. The three sets of hourly, gridded,
and speciated biogenic emissions (based on KORPFT, CDP,
and MODIS data sets) were merged with anthropogenic
emissions (described in Sect. 2.2.2).
Because we are focusing on the impact of using different
PFT data sets, the speciﬁc simulation scenarios are hereafter
referred to as KORPFT, CDP, and MODIS (Table 1).
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Figure 1. The modeling domain. The target domain is a 3km×3km grid system domain covering the Seoul, Gyeonggi, and Incheon
Metropolitan Areas. Note that “27km”, “9km”, and “3km” refer to the model grid resolutions.
Table 1. List of model simulation scenarios and the PFT data sets
used for biogenic emissions modeling.
Simulation name D1 (27km) D2 (9km) D3 (3km)
KORPFT MODIS KORPFT KORPFT
CDP MODIS CDP CDP
MODIS MODIS MODIS MODIS
2.2.1 Meteorological and chemical transport modeling
For meteorological inputs to the CMAQ model, MM5 mod-
eling was carried out for a period of May–June 2008. Each
of the three domains (i.e., 27km, 9 km, and 3km) con-
sisted of 20 vertical layers resolving the atmosphere be-
tween the surface and 100hPa in sigma coordinate. Apply-
ing a two-way nesting technique, the meteorological out-
puts from coarse-grid to ﬁne-grid domains (i.e., 27 to 9 to
3km) were derived. NCEP/DOE AMIP-II (National Centers
for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy Atmo-
spheric Model Intercomparison Project II) Reanalysis data
(Reanalysis-2) (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) were used for the
initial and boundary conditions (IC/BC). The Grell scheme
(Grell et al., 1994), based on the rate of destabilization or
quasi-equilibrium, was employed for cumulus parameteriza-
tion. The Medium-Range Forecast (MRF) Planetary Bound-
ary Layer (PBL) scheme was applied to obtain high reso-
lution in the PBL (Hong and Pan, 1996). For an explicit
moisture scheme, a mixed-phase option was used (Reisner
et al., 1998). In order to reduce meteorological uncertainties,
four-dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) was employed
with 10m Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) wind data. The
MM5 outputs were then processed with the Meteorology–
Chemistry Interface Processor utility (Byun and Ching,
1999) to derive the meteorological input variables for CMAQ
simulations.
For the O3 air quality simulation using CMAQv4.6 (Byun
and Ching, 1999; Byun and Schere, 2006), we used the
State Air Pollution Research Center mechanism, version
1999 (SAPRC-99) chemical mechanism for gas-phase chem-
istry (Carter, 2000a), AERO3 module for aerosol forma-
tion (Binkowski and Roselle, 2003), the piecewise parabolic
method (PPM) for advection (Collela and Woodward, 1984),
the multi-scale method for horizontal diffusion (CMAQ v4.6
Operational Guidance Document, 2006), the Asymmetric
Convective Method (ACM) for cloud (Pleim and Chang,
1992), and an updated version of ACM (ACM2) for verti-
cal diffusion (CMAQ v4.6 Operational Guidance Document,
2006). Based on these emissions and meteorological inputs,
one-way nested model simulations were performed at the
three domains (Fig. 1a) with a four-day spin-up period. Here,
we focus on the ﬁne and detailed domain (3×3km2) in
which developed urban areas and densely vegetated areas co-
exist. The BCs for the 3km CMAQ modeling domain were
obtained from the simulation outputs of the coarse domains
(27km down to 9km) using the CMAQ boundary condition
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(BCON) processor to generate hourly concentrations along
the outer lateral edges of the 3km domain. The ICs for the
3km domain were also obtained from the CTM results at
coarse domains.
2.2.2 Anthropogenic emissions modeling
For processing anthropogenic emission, SMOKE-Asia (Woo
et al., 2012) was applied to generate CMAQ-ready an-
thropogenic emissions for our study domain. SMOKE-
Asia adopts the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions
(SMOKE) processing system of the US Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) as the base frame, but with some im-
proved and upgraded contents. For example, SMOKE-Asia
includes spatial and temporal surrogate databases, such as
38 source classiﬁcation codes (SCCs), 2752 administrative
division codes, and some regionalized temporal proﬁles. De-
tails of SMOKE-Asia are described in Woo et al. (2012). A
merged version of the INTEX 2006 (Zhang et al., 2009) and
TRACE-P 2000 inventories (Streets et al., 2003) was used as
a base inventory and was allocated into our study domain us-
ing spatial surrogates in SMOKE-Asia. Through further pro-
cessing with temporal and chemical speciation (SAPRC-99
chemical mechanism) proﬁles, we generated hourly gridded
CMAQ-ready emissions data for this study.
The anthropogenic volatile organic compound (VOC) and
NOx emissions processed by SMOKE-Asia for the study pe-
riod are shown in Table 2, and their spatial distributions are
displayed in Fig. 2.
2.2.3 Biogenic emissions modeling
We used MEGANv2.04 (Guenther et al., 2006) to produce
BVOC emission inputs to CMAQ. The BVOC ﬂux is a func-
tion of emission factor, vegetation area, and various environ-
mental factors:
ER = EF·A·γF ·γS ·γW ·φ, (3)
where ER is the net emission rate (µg of compound h−1);
EF is the an emission factor that represents the net in-canopy
emission rate expected at standard conditions (µgm−2 h−1 at
303K); A is the vegetation cover area represented by the PFT
(A=grid area×PFTF); γ includes environmental activity
factors that account for the emission changes due to activity
deviations from standard conditions, such as changes in leaf
area and age (γF), stress due to soil moisture content (γS),
and environmental effects (i.e., temperature and solar radia-
tion) within the canopy (γW); and φ is a factor that deﬁnes
chemical production and loss within plant canopies (Guen-
ther et al., 2006).
In this study, detailed soil-moisture and plant-canopy in-
formation was not considered, so γS and φ were set to
1. For EF, we applied PFT-speciﬁc emission factors tabu-
lated in MEGAN module. For γW, MM5-derived solar ra-
diation and temperature data sets were used. For the leaf
area and age (γF) input calculation, we utilized monthly av-
eraged the LAI of vegetation covered surfaces (LAIv) data
using 2008 MODIS LAI (eight-day coverage and 1km res-
olution) and each source of PFT distribution data. MEGAN
uses an approach that divides the surface of each grid cell
into different PFTs and non-vegetated surfaces (Guenther
et al., 2006). MEGAN uses LAIv to simulate the seasonal
variations in leaf biomass and age distribution rather than
LAI values (Guenther and Sakulyanontvittaya, 2011; Guen-
ther et al., 2006). MEGAN assumes that plant leaves cover
only that part of the grid cell containing vegetation (Guen-
ther et al., 2006). Thus, the LAIv calculations can only
be performed with LAI at the grid cells with PFT val-
ues. LAIv is different from LAI in that LAIv is estimated
by dividing the grid-average LAI by the vegetation-covered
fraction. The upper limit of LAIv is set to 6 to eliminate
the very high values that can be estimated for grids with
very little vegetation (Guenther et al., 2006). Guenther and
Sakulyanontvittaya (2011) suggested two main reasons for
using LAIv in MEGAN. First, LAIv is the actual LAI of the
canopy and is, thus, a more appropriate input for a canopy
environment model. Second, lower and upper bounds can
be placed on LAIv because vegetation-covered areas rarely
have a maximum LAI of less than 0.1 or more than 10.
In this study, we adopted three different sources of PFT
data (i.e., KORPFT, CDP, and MODIS) and a single source
of LAI data (i.e., MODIS LAI at 1km×1km resolution).
Raw MODIS LAI values range from 0 to 10. Following
the deﬁnition of LAIv in MEGAN literature (e.g., Guen-
ther and Sakulyanontvittaya, 2011; Guenther et al., 2006),
the MODIS LAI values were divided by the PFT-covered
fraction at each grid cell (3km×3km size) and converted
to LAIv values (e.g., 3km×3km zonal averaged LAI val-
ues/3km×3km zonal averaged PFT fractional values). The
LAIv calculations were performed for three different vege-
tation data sets (i.e., MODIS LAI-KORPFT, MODIS LAI-
CDP, and MODIS LAI-MODIS PFT) independently. It is
important to note that the LAIv values were not computed
unless a grid cell includes both PFT and LAI values concur-
rently.
The estimated biogenic VOC and NO emissions from the
MEGAN model with the three different PFT scenarios for
the study period are shown in Table 2. Overall, the bio-
genic VOC emissions (BVOC) contribute 44.5% of the to-
tal VOC emissions (anthropogenic + biogenic). The dif-
ferences of BVOC emissions between the three PFT sce-
narios ranged from 1.8Gg (MODIS-KORPFT) to 4.2Gg
(MODIS-CDP) for the study period (May–June 2008). Bio-
genic NOx (speciﬁcally NO) showed marginal contributions
(∼0.4%) to the total NOx emissions and differences (e.g.,
0.02Gg between CDP and KORPFT) between the three dif-
ferent PFT data sets. Investigating the distribution of the
VOC/NOx ratio across the domain revealed that consistently
low values of the VOC/NOx ratio were distributed across
the domain for the case of anthropogenic emission only (i.e.,
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Table 2. Anthropogenic and biogenic nonmathane VOC (NMVOC) and NOx emissions and deviations between different PFT-input cases
(unit: Ggperiod−1).
Anthropogenic Biogenic emissions
emissions
Mean KORPFT CDP MODIS δKORPFT δCDP δMODIS
NMVOC 37.24 29.83 29.98 27.68 31.83 0.15 −2.15 2.00
NOx 43.37 0.18 0.17 0.19 0.18 −0.01 0.01 0.00
Figure 2. Geospatial distributions of estimated anthropogenic emissions for NOx and VOCs and their ratios for the study period (May–June
2008). The VOC/NOx ratio for the “anthro-only” case includes only the anthropogenic VOCs and NOx emissions; the “anthro + bio” case
includes both the anthropogenic and biogenic VOCs and NOx emissions.
VOC/NOx <3), whereas noticeably increased VOC/NOx
ratios were distributed over some suburban and border areas
for the case of combined anthropogenic and biogenic emis-
sions (Fig. 2).
2.3 Statistical measures for quantitative evaluation
We investigated the impacts of different sources of PFT dis-
tributions on CTM O3 predictions by examining the devia-
tion of each data set (i.e., PFT, BVOC emissions, and O3)
from the norm (here, their mean values). The deviation of an
individual data set at each grid cell (δGV) was calculated as
follows:
δGVX|(i,j) = GVX|(i,j) −GV(i,j), (4)
where GVX|(i,j) is the grid cell value of an individual source
of PFT X at a given grid cell location (i,j), and GV(i,j) is
the mean value for every source of PFT data at a given grid
cell location (i,j). We consider the mean value as the best
guess of the true values of each variable (PFT areas, biogenic
emissions, or O3 concentrations) because the mean value for
each set of variable data from the given scenarios describes
each central tendency of those variable data sets.
The effect of using different PFT data sets on CTM per-
formances was assessed based on some statistical measures:
mean bias (MB), normalized mean bias (NMB), and normal-
ized mean error (NME):
mean bias (MB) =
1
n
n X
i=1
(Pi −Oi), (5)
normalized mean bias (NMB) =
n P
i=1
(Pi −Oi)
n P
i=1
Oi
×100, (6)
normalized mean error (NME) =
n P
i=1
|Pi −Oi|
n P
i=1
Oi
×100, (7)
where P is model prediction and O is observation.
We used hourly O3, NOx, and isoprene data gathered from
the ambient air quality monitoring network (Fig. 1b), 148
ambient monitoring stations (AMS), and 8 photochemical air
monitoringstations(PAMS) oftheNational Institute ofEnvi-
ronmental Research to assess the CMAQ O3 predictions over
the Seoul-Gyeonggi Metropolitan Area for the study period.
The US EPA suggested the informal performance standards
for regulatory modeling practices of ±5 to ±15% for NMB
and ±30 to ±35% for NME (Russell and Dennis, 2000).
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Beginning with a performance check of CTM predictions,
we consecutively investigated the effects of PFT area devia-
tions on the results of MEGAN BVOC and CTM O3 predic-
tions.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Performance evaluation of CMAQ simulations
The CMAQ-simulated O3, NOx, and isoprene concentrations
werecomparedwiththeobservedconcentrationsat148mon-
itoring sites in the domain. Although the number of compar-
isons is limited, we assessed whether the CMAQ simulations
with different PFT scenarios can provide reasonable O3 con-
centrations in our study domain. Note that the main objective
of the performance evaluation is not to determine which one
of the three different PFT databases should be preferred.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the observed and
modeled O3, NOx, and isoprene concentrations for the pe-
riod of 1 May–30 June 2008. The CMAQ predictions follow
the observations reasonably well with a tendency to under-
predict O3 and isoprene and a tendency to overpredict NOx.
It should be noted that we displayed the averaged value of the
CMAQ simulations with the different PFT scenarios in Fig. 3
because the time variations of the individual concentrations
were not substantially different in the graph.
In general, the underpredictions in O3 concentration could
primarily be caused by the combined effect of multiple
sourcesofuncertainty,suchasinO3 precursor(e.g.,NOx and
VOC) emissions, meteorological ﬁelds, and so forth. For ex-
ample, an overestimation of NOx emissions and an underes-
timation of VOC emissions may have contributed to the over-
all underprediction of O3 concentration under VOC-limited
conditions. The overprediction of surface wind speeds and
underprediction of ambient temperature for the simulation
period may also have contributed to the O3 underprediction.
The overprediction of NOx concentrations is primarily due
to the overestimation of anthropogenic NOx emissions, and
the underprediction of isoprene concentrations is due to the
combined effects of the overestimations of NOx and under-
estimations of VOC and ambient temperature (i.e., underpre-
dictions).
Table 3 shows a summary of the statistical measures in-
dicating the CMAQ performance for O3, NOx, and isoprene
for each PFT scenario at 148 monitoring sites in the domain.
Although the effects of using different PFT distributions on
CMAQ performance were not readily recognized across the
148 monitoring sites, the mean values from the CMAQ with
KORPFT are between those from two other sites. This is be-
cause the O3 and isoprene concentrations from CMAQ with
MODIS-based PFT are higher than those with KORPFT, and
the concentrations from CDP-based CMAQ are lower than
those with KORPFT (Table 3).
For O3, the overall evaluation statistics fall within the US
EPA performance standards (i.e., ±5 to ±15% for NMB
and ±30 to ±35% for NME), although CMAQ underpre-
dicts when compared to the hourly O3 observations. Be-
cause urban sites account for about 82% of the total data
sets (121 urban sites in 148 sites) in our comparison, the un-
derpredictions at the urban sites contribute signiﬁcantly to
the overall CMAQ performance, resulting in underpredic-
tions for the 1h average O3 concentrations. CMAQ shows
the best performance at suburban sites, followed by back-
ground, urban, and roadside. For example, the respective val-
ues of MB, NMB, and NME for 1h average O3 are about
−0.86ppb, −2.14%, and 21.64 at the suburban sites, about
−2.76ppb, −5.48%, and 22.86% at the background sites,
about −8.10ppb, −23.49%, and 34.60% at the urban sites,
and about −5.37ppb, −23.17%, and 41.02% at the roadside
sites.
Comparing the CMAQ O3 for the three different PFT sce-
narios (i.e., KORPFT, CDP, and MODIS), the MODIS case
provides slightly better agreement compared to the observa-
tions than the other cases. The mean error and correlation
coefﬁcient are almost the same for three simulations. The re-
sultant maximum O3 differences between different PFT sce-
narios were only 0.4% across the monitoring sites.
For NOx, an important O3 precursor, CMAQ overpredicts
compared to the average value of 1h observations for all
sites, although it underpredicts at the roadside, suburban,
and background sites, because of the signiﬁcant contribu-
tion of the overprediction at the urban sites to the over-
all performance. This inaccuracy in NOx predictions may
occur due to the effect of uncertain estimations of anthro-
pogenic NOx emissions, such as overestimations at the ur-
ban sites and underestimations at the other sites. The respec-
tive values of MB, NMB, and NME for 1h average NOx are
about 14.47ppb, 40.55%, and 71.39% for all sites, about
19.68ppb, 66.22%, and 85.34% at the urban sites, about
−8.20ppb, −9.78%, and 59.01% at the roadside sites, about
−4.16ppb, −31.43%, and 63.23% at the suburban sites, and
about−12.85ppb,−75.16%,and85.12%atthebackground
sites.
In contrast, for isoprene, another important O3 precur-
sor, CMAQ underpredicts compared to the average value
of 1h observations at PAMS distributed over urban (four
sites), suburban (three sites), and background (one site) ar-
eas in the domain. The respective values of MB, NMB,
and NME for 1h average isoprene are about 0.05ppb,
−21.07%, and 63.15% throughout all the sites. Among the
three CMAQ isoprene results, the CMAQ provided values
closer to the observations with MODIS (MB=−0.02ppb
and NMB=−7.78 %) than with the others (MB=−0.05
and NMB=−22.62% with KORPFT; MB=−0.08 and
NMB=−32.82% with CDP). For correlation, the CMAQ
provided slightly higher r values with KORPFT (r =0.622)
than with the others (r =0.598 with MODIS and r =0.591
with CDP).
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Figure 3. Evaluation of CMAQ results for hourly O3 concentrations. Note that “CTM Mean” represents the average of the CMAQ predicted
O3 concentrations from the three different BVOC scenarios, and “Obs” represents the average of measured O3 concentrations at monitoring
stations across the domain.
Table 3. Performance statistics for CMAQ O3 with the three different BVOC emission scenarios against the measured O3 concentrations.
Mean (ppb) MB (ppb) NMB (%) NME (%) Correlation coeff.
Obs. KORPFT CDP MODIS KORPFT CDP MODIS KORPFT CDP MODIS KORPFT CDP MODIS KORPFT CDP MODIS
O3 (overall: 148 sites; urban: 121 sites; roadside: 18 sites; suburban: 6 sites; background: 3 sites)
Overall 30.16 25.69 25.66 25.77 −4.47 −4.50 −4.39 −14.82 −14.92 −14.56 29.54 29.54 29.53 0.740 0.740 0.739
Urban 34.49 26.37 26.32 26.47 −8.12 −8.17 −8.02 −23.54 −23.68 −23.25 34.61 34.58 34.62 0.671 0.672 0.670
Roadside 24.75 19.00 18.97 19.07 −5.75 −5.77 −5.68 −23.23 −23.33 −22.96 41.00 40.99 41.07 0.658 0.659 0.657
Suburban 40.24 39.35 39.31 39.46 −0.88 −0.92 −0.78 −2.19 −2.29 −1.94 21.63 21.67 21.63 0.790 0.789 0.788
Background 50.43 47.67 47.59 47.73 −2.76 −2.83 −2.69 −5.47 −5.62 −5.34 22.86 22.84 22.87 0.494 0.495 0.493
NOx (overall: 148 sites; urban: 121 sites; roadside: 18 sites; suburban: 6 sites; background: 3 sites)
Overall 35.69 50.15 50.16 50.15 14.47 14.48 14.46 40.54 40.57 40.53 71.38 71.39 71.38 0.539 0.539 0.539
Urban 29.71 49.39 49.40 49.38 19.67 19.68 19.67 66.21 66.25 66.20 85.33 85.34 85.33 0.567 0.567 0.567
Roadside 83.82 75.62 75.63 75.61 −8.20 −8.19 −8.21 −9.79 −9.77 −9.79 59.01 59.01 59.01 0.264 0.264 0.264
Suburban 13.25 9.08 9.10 9.08 −4.17 −4.15 −4.17 −31.46 −31.35 −31.49 63.26 63.20 63.23 0.320 0.320 0.320
Background 17.10 4.25 4.25 4.25 −12.85 −12.86 −12.85 −75.15 −75.17 −75.17 85.10 85.14 85.11 N.C. N.C. N.C.
Isoprene (PAMS 8 sites)
PAMS 0.23 0.18 0.15 0.21 −0.05 −0.08 −0.02 −22.62 −32.82 −7.78 60.98 63.69 64.78 0.622 0.591 0.598
N.C.: not correlated.
These results suggest that all three different PFT data
sets are acceptable options for regulatory modeling practices
when evaluated in terms of hourly O3 concentrations follow-
ing the US EPA performance standards.
3.2 Comparison of PFTs and biogenic emissions
distributions
In our modeling domain, CDP (25333km2) delivered the
largest PFT area followed by KORPFT (25128km2) and
MODIS (24101km2). Although the three sources of the
PFT data delivered similar cover areas, clear differences
were identiﬁed in the composition of the PFT classes (i.e.,
BT, NT, SB, and HB). For example, for BTs (the major
source of biogenic isoprene), MODIS (10115km2) deliv-
ered the largest area followed by KORPFT (5318km2) and
CDP (4539km2). For NTs (the major source of biogenic ter-
pene), KORPFT (8019km2) delivered the largest area fol-
lowed by CDP (4967km2) and MODIS (1258km2). For SB
(the second most major source of biogenic isoprene), CDP
(3920km2) delivered the largest area followed by KORPFT
(2569km2) and MODIS (769km2). For HBs (the major
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source of biogenic, or soil, NO), MODIS (11959km2) de-
livered the largest area followed by CDP (11907km2) and
KORPFT (9223km2).
A comparison of the spatial patterns of the PFT area de-
viations allowed us to understand qualitative discrepancies
among the sources of PFT data. Figure 4 shows the spatial
distributions of the δPFT areas for each PFT scenario for the
total vegetation and PFT classes (i.e., BT, NT, SB, and HB).
The δPFT area of each PFT scenario in the study domain was
produced based on Eq. (4). The resulting maps show several
noticeable features in the δPFT area distributions:
1. KORPFT delivered larger BT covers over the Seoul
and Incheon Metropolitan Areas and other regions
(Fig. 4b1).
2. KORPFT delivered larger NT covers across the domain.
There are hot spots over Gangwon-do and the border
areas of Gaeseong and Hwanghaebuk-do (Fig. 4c1).
3. CDP lacked PFT distribution information for some is-
lands and costal city areas off the Incheon Metropolitan
Area (the brightest yellow color area in Fig. 4a2).
4. CDP delivered comparatively larger NT- and HB-type
vegetation covers that concentrated in the Seoul and In-
cheon Metropolitan Areas and were widespread across
the domain (Fig. 4a2, c2, d2, and e2) along with larger
BT covers over the Gaeseong and Hwanghaebuk-do ar-
eas (Fig. 4b2).
5. MODIS delivered larger BT vegetation covers across
the domain except for the Seoul and Incheon Metropoli-
tan Areas and Gaeseong and some of its neigh-
borhood areas. There are hot spots over Gangwon-
do, Choongcheongbuk-do, and Choongcheongnam-do)
(Fig. 4b3).
From the subsequent investigation of the δBVOC emission
distributions, we found that the patterns from biogenic emis-
sion distributions closely resembled those from the PFT dis-
tributions in the study domain, except for the missing bio-
genic emission zones detected over the Seoul and Incheon
Metropolitan Areas and some of their neighborhood areas
(Fig. 5). A brief summary of the features that were similar
to those from the δPFT distributions follows:
1. KORPFT estimated comparatively higher isoprene
emissions from some border areas (between the
Gyeonggi-do and Gaeseong areas and between the
Gyeonggi-do and Choongcheongbuk-do areas)) as well
as some islands areas (Fig. 5b1) due to the inﬂuences of
BT cover over these areas.
2. KORPFT estimated larger and widespread terpene
emissions across the domain except for Seoul and some
border areas, (Fig. 5c1) due to the inﬂuences of NT
cover over these areas.
3. CDP omitted biogenic emissions from some island and
costal city areas off the Incheon Metropolitan Area
(Fig. 5a2, b2, c2, and d2) due to omitted PFT areas.
4. CDP estimated comparatively higher and widespread
terpene and NO emissions, except for Seoul and some
border areas, across the domain (Fig. 5c2 and d2) due to
the inﬂuence of NT and HB cover, and higher isoprene
emissions from the Gaeseong and Hwanghaebuk-do ar-
eas (Fig. 5b2) due to the inﬂuence of BT cover.
5. MODIS estimated larger isoprene emissions across the
domain except for the Seoul and Incheon Metropoli-
tan Areas and Gaeseong and some of its neighbor-
hood areas (Fig. 5b3) due to the inﬂuence of BT cover
over these areas. There are hot spots over Gangwon-do,
Choongcheongbuk-do, and Choongcheongnam-do.
We observed zones of missing biogenic emissions in many
locations. These zones (the red zones in Fig. 5a–d) occurred
becauseoftheproblemofprimarydatamissing.Inthisstudy,
there were two causes of missing data: PFT and LAI data
omissions. Either PFT or LAI data omission (Fig. S1 in the
Supplement) can inhibit the computation of LAIv and then
inhibit the computation of biogenic emissions. The cause of
the LAIv computation inhibition (i.e., missing LAIv data)
was different according to the sources of PFT data. For the
KORPFT, most (approximately 96%) of the missing LAIv
data was due to the omitted MODIS LAI data (Fig. S1b in the
Supplement). For the CDP and MODIS, approximately 60%
of the missing LAIv data was due to the omitted MODIS
LAI data, and approximately 40% of the missing LAIv data
was due to the omitted PFT data (Fig. S1a2 and a3 in the
Supplement). In other words, the MODIS LAI data omission
issue caused approximately 96% of the zones with missing
biogenic emissions for the KORPFT scenario and approxi-
mately 60% of the zones with missing biogenic emissions
for the CDP and MODIS scenarios, whereas the PFT data
omission issue caused approximately 4% of the zones with
missing biogenic emissions for the KORPFT scenario and
approximately40%ofthezoneswithmissingbiogenicemis-
sions for CDP and MODIS scenarios.
This problem of lacking biogenic emission can affect the
surface-level O3 simulations of CTM. This issue will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.3.
3.3 Effect of missing data on CMAQ O3 simulations
Itisworthwhiletoinvestigatetheeffectofmissingdata,men-
tioned in Sect. 3.2, on biogenic emissions and O3 predictions
in the modeling domain.
Because the MEGAN model assumes that plant leaves
cover only that part of the grid cell containing vegetation
(Guenther et al., 2006), we supplemented the LAIv values
into the grid cells that lacked LAIv but contained PFT val-
ues. We made up for each LAIv missing data location by
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the PFT area deviations for each PFT scenario. The mean spatial distributions for PFT total and the PFT
classes (BT, NT, SB, and HB) were derived by averaging the three different distribution data sources.
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of biogenic emission deviations for each PFT scenario. The red zones denote the zones lacking biogenic
emissions during the MEGAN emission modeling.
using each nearest LAIv value as a supplement. As a re-
sult, 274 locations (approximately 96% of the total 285 loca-
tionswithmissingLAIv)fortheKORPFT,165locations(ap-
proximately 58% of the total locations with missing LAIv)
for CDP, and 165 locations (approximately 59% of the to-
tal locations with missing LAIv) for MODIS were supple-
mented by their nearest LAIv values. Afterwards, we per-
formed MEGAN biogenic emission modeling and CMAQ
simulations and then assessed the effect of additional missing
BVOC emissions data on CMAQ O3 predictions.
The simulated results show the longitudinally widespread
increase in O3 concentrations (Fig. 6) at the LAIv supple-
mented grid cells and usual grid cells. The KORPFT scenario
shows the most widely spread O3 increment pattern caused
by the wider inﬂuence of the additional BVOC emissions
compared with those of other PFT scenarios. The highest
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Figure 6. Longitudinal distribution of the incremented ozone con-
centrations due to the effect of additional BVOC emissions for each
PFT scenario via LAIv input supplementation for MEGAN model-
ing. A ﬁlled red circle denotes an O3 increment in an LAIv supple-
mented grid cell. A ﬁlled blue circle indicates an O3 increment in a
normal grid cell.
O3 increment values for each PFT scenario occurred at an
LAIv-supplemented grid cell (KORPFT and CDP scenar-
ios) or in the neighborhood of the LAIv-supplemented grid
cells (MODIS scenario). The simulated increment in hourly
O3 concentration was up to 5, 4.5, and 4ppb for KORPFT,
CDP, and MODIS scenarios, respectively. This result sug-
gests that the problem of lacking input data for MEGAN bio-
genic emission modeling can cause spatially far different 1h
O3 prediction results.
Although PFT area loss might be inevitable at this point in
time, it must be resolved in the near future to obtain more ac-
curate biogenic emission and chemistry transport modeling
results.
3.4 PFT class-dependent BVOC emissions and their
O3-forming potentials
The links between BVOC emissions and their O3-forming
potentials (OFPs) were further investigated by focusing on
the compositional differences and the OFPs of the three
BVOC emissions groups from the different PFT scenar-
ios (Fig. 7). From these investigations, we found that iso-
prene was the most important BVOC compound showing the
largest contributions to the total BVOC emission amounts
and potential O3 formation.
In the analyses, we reconstructed the 22 SAPRC-99 VOC
species of MEGAN into 10 BVOC compound groups for a
clearer presentation of the BVOC emission distributions. The
10 reconstructed compound groups were ALKs (sum of alka-
nes, i.e., ALK1-ALK5), AROs (sum of aromatics, i.e., ARO1
and ARO2), CCHO (CCHO), ETHENE (ethene), HCHO
(HCHO), ISOPRENE (isoprene), MEOH (MEOH), OLEs
(sum of oleﬁns, i.e., OLE1 and OLE2), Other Ox-Orgs (sum
of ACET, BALD, CCO_OH, HCOOH, MEK, RCHO, and
RCO_OH), and TERPENE (terpene). To examine the OFP of
each PFT scenario, we employed the maximum incremental
reactivity (MIR) (Carter, 2000b). The MIR is a useful quanti-
tative measure of the impact of a VOC on O3 under high NOx
conditions(i.e.,gramsofO3 generated/gramsofVOCadded)
under which O3 is most sensitive to VOCs and which rep-
resent near-source or urban areas (Carter, 2000b). The MIR
was derived from several box model scenarios representing
various urban areas with NOx inputs adjusted to yield maxi-
mum sensitivities of ozone to changes in VOC levels (Carter,
2000b). The MIR has been adopted in the state of California
for the purpose of implementing reactivity-based regulations
(CARB, 1993) and often used as a general reactivity scale to
study the impact of VOC on O3 formation (Xie et al., 2008;
Zheng et al., 2009; Carter and Seinfeld, 2012).
Among the 10 BVOC compound groups, isoprene is
shown to have the largest contribution to the total BVOC
emissions (about 52%) followed by MEOH, terpene, and
other VOCs (Fig. 5a). Among the different PFT scenarios ap-
plied to the MEGAN biogenic emission modeling, MODIS
derived the highest isoprene emissions because of the high-
est BT areas, followed by KORPFT and CDP (Fig. 7b). A
distinct result with the KORPFT scenario is the highest level
of terpene emissions, shown in Fig. 7b, due to the larger NT
areas of KORPFT (Fig. 4c1) compared to the other PFT sce-
narios.
By simply multiplying BVOC emissions with MIR val-
ues (Fig. 7c), we calculated domain-wide total OFPs of
BVOC emissions. The calculated distributions of OFPs
for each PFT scenario (Fig. 7d) were mainly affected by
the spatial distributions of isoprene emissions. For exam-
ple, most locations with higher OFPs overlapped with the
BT and the isoprene emission hot spots in the study do-
main (Figs. 4b, 5b, and 7d). From the ozone-forming po-
tential computation, we derived the following proportion
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Figure 7. Composition and distribution of the estimated BVOC emissions, along with spatial distribution of the estimated net ozone-forming
potentials of biogenic VOC emissions. The total BVOC in (a) was derived by averaging the total BVOC emissions of the three sources of
data. The 10 BVOC compound groups in (b) are arranged in descending order following their O3 reactivity, i.e., MIR shown in (c). The
distributed net ozone-forming potentials in (d) were calculated by aggregating the O3-forming potentials (OFPs) for 10 BVOC compound
groups calculated by multiplying the emissions by their corresponding MIR values at each grid cells. The red zones denote the zones missing
BVOC reactivity due to the lacking biogenic emissions during the OFP calculations.
for the maximum O3-forming potentials in the study do-
main: MODIS:KORPFT:CDP=1:0.82:0.78. Assuming
that under high NOx level our study domain experiences
optimal balance between VOC and NOx to generate O3,
this rough estimation implies that about 22% of the maxi-
mum difference in the O3 concentrations can occur between
the different PFT scenarios. For example, when the MODIS
scenario estimates 60ppb of domain-average O3 concentra-
tion, the probable O3 concentrations from the KORPFT and
CDP scenarios would be 49.2 and 46.8ppb, respectively.
There are two points to be noted here because the MIR val-
ues used for OFP calculations are from the chamber exper-
iments (Carter, 2000b). Firstly, the proportional expression
(i.e., MODIS:KORPFT:CDP=1:0.82:0.78) we obtained
was simply a rough one and it is not applicable to the rele-
vant atmospheric conditions for O3 formation over some ar-
eas. From Fig. 7d, we can easily recognize that the estimated
proportional expression is not applicable to some areas, e.g.,
areas with missing BVOC reactivity zones due to the lack of
BVOC emissions and areas with small OFP gaps between the
different PFT scenarios. Secondly, the MIR-scale-based OFP
calculation may not duplicate the relevant atmospheric con-
ditions and chemistry of VOC associated with O3 formation
for the period and domain of this study. Thus, we can only
expect that the areas with higher OFP levels have a greater
possibility of experiencing higher levels of O3 formation in
the presence of higher NOx conditions. This MIR-OFP ap-
plication issue will be discussed further in Sect. 3.6.
Despite the mentioned limitations of MIR-OFP, this ap-
proach helps to evaluate the relative importance of biogenic
VOC compounds in the production of ground-level ozone in
the current study domain. In our OFP calculation, both the
isoprene and terpene emission amounts were the ﬁrst and
second largest contributors to the O3 concentrations (about
79% contribution by isoprene and 9% contribution by ter-
pene). The result suggests that the primary and secondary
BVOC species of concern are isoprene and terpene because
of their high reactivities and large emissions across the do-
main.
3.5 Spatial relationship between δPFT and δO3
The results in Sects. 3.2–3.4 suggest some qualitative and
quantitative evidence of a causal link between the δPFT ar-
eas, δBVOC emission estimations, and δO3 predictions. To
analyze this link more quantitatively, we performed a spa-
tial regression analysis with each gridded data set in a veg-
etated region by applying the geographically weighted re-
gression technique with a locally compensated ridge (LCR-
GWR) (Brunsdon et al., 1996; Fotheringham et al., 2002).
The LCR-GWR is a useful method to address spatially vary-
ing relationships between the dependent and independent
variables and to reduce the problem of collinearity among the
explanatory (independent) variables (Brunsdon et al., 2012;
Lu et al., 2013; Gollini et al., 2013). The regression mod-
els that include δBT, δNT, δSB, and δHB as independent
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variables were ﬁtted by LCR-GWR techniques (refer to Ap-
pendix A). As the counterpart, the parameters of the ordinary
least square (OLS) were also estimated. The main objective
of this spatial regression analysis was to show that changes in
O3 concentrations in the modeling grid cells are inﬂuenced
by the changes in PFT distributions in the modeling grid
cells. Because of the short photochemical lifetimes of BVOC
(e.g., isoprene ∼2h) (Atkinson and Arey, 2003), many stud-
ies used the assumption that the emitted BVOCs from lo-
cal biogenic emission sources (i.e., PFT area distributions)
immediately affect the levels of local surface O3 concentra-
tions rather than move over a long distance. However, this
assumption may not be appropriate for our spatial regression
analysis. Because of the relatively high wind speed (mean
wind speed at 10m altitude=3.7ms−1) over our ﬁner mod-
eling grid system (3km×3km), isoprene emissions gener-
ally may not fully react in the grid in which they are emit-
ted. The GWR technique was applied to appropriately ad-
dress the relationships between those non-quantiﬁed O3 vari-
ations with spatial dependency and distributed spatial effects
of biogenic sources. Speciﬁcations of OLS and LCR-GWR
are brieﬂy described in Appendix A, and the regression mod-
eling was conducted in the following three steps:
1. Fit global OLS models to the data sets of a dependent
variable (δO3) and four explanatory variables (i.e., δBT,
δNT, δSB, and δHB) for the three PFT scenarios.
2. Fit LCR-GWR models to the data sets of a dependent
variable (δO3) and four explanatory variables (i.e., δBT,
δNT, δSB, and δHB) for the three PFT scenarios.
3. Assess the models from Steps 1 and 2.
In LCR-GWR simulation, the GWR model (Eq. A3) was cal-
ibrated using dual optimization of both the bandwidth and
ridge terms. An optimal bandwidth was selected by leave-
one-out cross-validation (Bowman, 1984). Using a Gaus-
sian kernel with the optimal bandwidth, the weighting ma-
trix of GWR was speciﬁed. At the locations where collinear-
ity among the independent variables affects the correspond-
ing local coefﬁcient estimates (local condition number >30),
GWR applied a local ridge regression. The functions used in
the analysis with OLS and LCR-GWR are included in the
GWmodel R package (Lu et al., 2013; Gollini et al., 2013).
The estimated coefﬁcients of δO3 with respect to δBT,
δNT, δSB, and δHB, as well as regression model diagnos-
tic information for OLS and LCR-GWR, are summarized in
Table 4.
The OLS provided a global relationship of delta O3 with
δBT, δNT, δSB, and δHB. The OLS for KORPFT demon-
strates that gaining the areas of the two major biogenic iso-
prene sources (i.e., +0.016·δBT and +0.001·δSB) and the
one major biogenic terpene source (i.e., +0.002·δNT) con-
tributes to O3 increase, whereas gaining the area of the major
soil NOx source (i.e., −0.001·δHB) contributes to O3 de-
crease across the domain.
The OLS for CDP suggests that gaining areas of BT con-
tributes to O3 increase, whereas gaining NT, SB, and HB ar-
eas contributes to O3 decrease across the domain.
The OLS for MODIS indicates positive contributions from
gaining BT, SB, NT, and HB areas to O3 increase in the do-
main.
However, these OLS parameter estimates of delta O3 with
respect to δBT, δNT, δSB, and δHB may have the poor ap-
plicability in some locations because these models ignored
the local spatial effects. The summarized LCR-GWR results
reveal the improvements of the model ﬁts and calibrated re-
lationships between model parameters (i.e., δO3 and δPFTs).
LCR-GWR models provide better ﬁts than the OLS mod-
els for the PFT scenarios, where the bias-corrected Akaike
information criterion (AICc) values have been reduced by
7666 for KORPFT, 9317 for MODIS, and 9678 for CDP.
As expected, the parameter estimates with LCR-GWR show
spatially varying impacts of δBT, δNT, δSB, and δHB on
δO3 in the study domain (Fig. S2 in the Supplement). The
revealed relationship of δO3 with δBT, δNT, δSB, and δHB
from the summarized coefﬁcient estimates of LCR-GWR for
three PFT scenarios is parallel to that of the OLS for KO-
RPFT: gaining BTs, SB, and NTs contributes to O3 increase,
whereas gaining HBs contributes to O3 decrease in the do-
main.
To assess the prediction accuracy of the OLS and LCR-
GWR models, we compared the δO3 values predicted by
each regression model in turn with those derived from
CMAQ outputs in Sect. 3.3. We performed local assessments
at the missing data zones (the black squared zones in Fig. S2
in the Supplement). Because the parameter values for the
LCR-GWR model were not estimated in the missing data
zones, we used the nearest parameter values to given miss-
ing data locations for the LCR-GWR model prediction. Re-
sultsofthelocalassessmentofmodelpredictionaccuracyare
shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5. The prediction accuracy for the
LCR-GWR model was greater than that for the OLS model,
which suggests that stationary relationships from OLS do
not ﬁt the local situation. Among the three LCR-GWR ﬁts,
the most accurate δO3 predictions were found with KO-
RPFT (r2 =0.57, SEE=0.0081, and F =356.4), followed
by MODIS (r2 =0.4, SEE=0.0087, and F =112.6) and
CDP (r2 =0.33, SEE=0.0086, and F =79.8).
3.6 ImpactofPFTdistributiondifferencesonhourlyO3
predictions
From the investigation of the daytime O3 episodes, we found
noticeable deviation patterns of hourly CMAQ O3 predic-
tions with different PFT scenarios in our modeling domain.
Figure 9a and b show the time change of the spatial distribu-
tions of δO3 and mean O3 concentrations in the surface layer
for the daytime of 29 May 2008 and 30 June 2008, respec-
tively. The δO3 distributions were produced by subtracting
the hourly CMAQ O3 distributions for each scenario (i.e.,
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Table 4. The relationship between δO3 deviations and the corresponding δPFT area across the domain derived from the OLS and LCR-GWR
models. The third to seventh columns show the estimated coefﬁcients of the explanatory variables and the intercept of the regression models.
The standard errors of the coefﬁcient estimates by OLS and the minimum and maximum values of the coefﬁcient estimates by LCR-GWR
are enclosed by square brackets. The 8th column shows the adjusted coefﬁcient of determination representing the explanation power of the
regression model. The standard errors of the coefﬁcient estimates by OLS and the minimum and maximum values of the coefﬁcient estimates
by LCR-GWR are enclosed by square brackets. The 9th to the 11th columns show test statistics for the goodness of the regression model ﬁts.
A higher F statistic, a lower RSS, and a lower AICc value indicates better ﬁt of the regression model and a lower p value indicates greater
signiﬁcance of the regression model. The 12th column shows the discrepancy of AICc between OLS and LCR-GWR ﬁts. A higher reduction
(at least over 3) indicates the greater beneﬁts of moving from an OLS to an LCR-GWR. The 13th column shows the number of the ﬁtted data.
It should be noted that the data used for this regression analysis are from each of the individual modeling grid locations where both PFT and
LAI values are not missing. The signiﬁcance levels of the parameters and the model ﬁts are (***) for p value<0.001, (**) for 0.001–0.01,
(*) for 0.01–0.05, (•) for 0.05–0.1, and ( ) for >0.1. RSS: residual sum of square. N.D. stands for “not determined”.
Regression PFT Parameters adj. F RSS AICc AICc n
model scenario R2 statistic reduction
from OLS ﬁt
δBT δNT δSB δHB constant
OLS
KORPFT
0.016 0.002 0.001 −0.001 −0.015 0.51 783 0.580 −16975.03 0 2977
[0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] (***)
(***) (***) (**) (***) (***)
CDP
0.007 −0.002 −0.001 −0.00003 −0.05104 0.07 57 1.050 −15206.48 0 2977
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.000] [0.001] (***)
(***) (*) (•) ( ) (***)
MODIS
0.021 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.056 0.35 407 2.368 −12785.09 0 2977
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] (***)
(***) (*) (***) (**) (***)
LCR-GWR
KORPFT
0.003 0.0004 0.001 −0.002 −0.015 N.D. N.D. 0.023 −24641.13 7666.10 2977
[−0.012, 0.015] [−0.015, 0.009] [−0.013, 0.011] [−0.015, 0.006] [−0.068, 0.005]
CDP
0.003 0.001 0.001 −0.001 −0.055 N.D. N.D. 0.024 −24523.92 9317.44 2977
[−0.019, 0.035] [−0.021, 0.015] [−0.018, 0.012] [−0.019, 0.013] [−0.104, −0.016]
MODIS
0.004 0.001 0.002 −0.001 0.066 N.D. N.D. 0.049 −22463.56 9678.47 2977
[−0.020, 0.026] [−0.020, 0.020] [−0.031, 0.044] [−0.019, 0.016] [0.014, 0.155]
Table 5. Evaluation summary for the global OLS and LCR-GWR models of delta O3 for three PFT scenarios. The signiﬁcance levels of the
parameters based on the t statistic are (***) for p value <0.001, (**) for 0.001–0.01, (*) for 0.01–0.05, (•) for 0.05–0.1, and ( ) for >0.1.
SEE: standard error of estimate.
Regression model PFT scenario R2 Slope Constant SEE F statistic P value n
OLS
KORPFT 0.22 0.447 (***) 0.0039 (***) 0.0109 77.14 <0.0001 274
CDP 0.09 1.031 (***) 0.0122 0.01001 15.9 0.0001 165
MODIS 0.19 0.384 (***) 0.034 (***) 0.01015 38.36 <0.0001 167
LCR-GWR
KORPFT 0.57 1.074 (***) 0.0086 (***) 0.0081 356.4 <0.0001 274
CDP 0.33 1.063 (***) 0.0071 0.0086 79.8 <0.0001 165
MODIS 0.4 0.806 (***) 0.006 0.0087 112.6 <0.0001 167
KORPFT, CDP, and MODIS) from the average of these three
CMAQ O3 distributions (see Eq. 4). The δO3 distributions
show that MODIS usually develops higher positive devia-
tions (Fig. 9a11–a15 and 9b11–b15) while CDP usually de-
velops higher negative O3 deviations (Fig. 9a6–a10 and 9b6–
b10) across the domain. The KORPFT develops both neg-
ative and positive O3 deviations (Fig. 9a1–a5 and 9b1–b5)
across the domain. Interestingly, the patterns of these neg-
ative or positive O3 deviations develop in concert with en-
hancements in ambient O3 concentration.
The 29 May 2008 episode shows relatively high concen-
trations of the simulated O3 over some island and costal city
areas off the Incheon Metropolitan Area. At the time, the In-
cheon coastal and neighborhood areas were located down-
wind of the Incheon industrial complex and the Gyeonggi-
do and Seoul Metropolitan Areas, where anthropogenic NOx
emissions are very strong (emission ratio for VOC/NOx <3;
see Fig. 2d), and suffered a temperature inversion that lim-
ited the vertical mixing of pollutants (see the grey-hatched
zones in Fig. 9a). While the released BVOC was trapped
within the inversion layer, the easterly winds brought anthro-
pogenic NOx-rich air from the Incheon industrial complex
and some areas further inland (e.g., Gyeonggi-do and Seoul)
to the inversion area. With the temperature inversion, mix-
ing between the local BVOC emissions and the intruded an-
thropogenic NOx and VOC produced high concentrations of
O3 through photochemical reaction. Eventually, the Incheon
coastaland neighborhoodareassuffered consistently highO3
development. The most distinctive feature of the δO3 pattern
on 29 May 2008 is the level of deviations of O3 (maximum
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Figure 8. CMAQ-derived δO3 vs. the ﬁtted δO3 under each regression model for three PFT scenarios.
difference is up to 7ppb: 3ppb of δO3 for MODIS and
−4ppb of δO3 for CDP at 03:00p.m.) that developed and
consistently remained in the temperature inversion zone (i.e.,
the Incheon coastal and neighborhood areas). The location of
this deviation is coincident with the location of the PFT de-
viation in Fig. 4 and the BVOC deviation in Fig. 5. The high
negativedeviationofCDPO3 isassociatedwiththeinﬂuence
of the missing PFT areas of CDP (see Figs. 4a2, b2, c2, d2,
and e2) on the CMAQ O3 predictions over these areas. The
high positive deviation of O3 with the MODIS scenario is as-
sociated with the impact of the larger PFT areas (e.g., δBT
∼1.5km2 and δNT ∼2.1km2) of MODIS on the CMAQ
predictions over the area (see Fig. 4b3 and c3, Fig. 5b3 and
c3, and Fig. 7b).
The 30 June 2008 episode shows more widespread con-
centrations of the simulated O3 throughout the domain. At
the time, most of the high O3 concentration regimes (e.g., see
the O3 contour in Fig. 9b3–b4) were located downwind from
higher anthropogenic NOx emission source areas (Fig. 2a).
The anthropogenic NOx emissions transported from urban
center areas affected several border areas (e.g., the border
areas between Seoul and Gyeonggi-do, between Gyeonggi-
do and Gaeseong, between Gyeonggi-do and Gangwon-do,
and between Gyeonggi-do and Choongcheongnam-do and
Choongcheongbuk-do, etc.) and some suburban areas (e.g.,
the southern part of Gyeonggi-do and the northern part
of Choongcheongnam-do) and some suburban areas (e.g.,
the southern part of Gyeonggi-do and the northern part of
Choongcheongnam-do)whereabundanthydroperoxyandor-
ganic peroxy radicals are generated through the oxidation of
large amounts of locally emitted BVOC, resulting in high
O3 concentrations upon photolysis. Although the Incheon
coastal area and the neighborhood areas underwent a tem-
perature inversion similar to the 29 May 2008 episode, these
areas were not consistently affected by anthropogenic NOx
transported from inland areas due to a wind direction change
(i.e., easterly to westerly). One of the most noticeable fea-
tures of the δO3 pattern for 30 June 2008 consists of the
strong deviations of O3 that develop over Gangwon-do (dif-
ference is up to 10ppb: −4ppb of δO3 for KORPFT and
6ppb for MODIS) and Choongcheongbuk-do (differences of
9–10ppb: −4ppb of δO3 for KORPFT, −3ppb for CDP, and
6ppb for MODIS) at 05:00p.m. Another noticeable feature
consistsoftheconsistentdeviations,whicharenotsmall(dif-
ference up to 5ppb: ∼−2ppb of δO3 for CDP and ∼3ppb
for MODIS), that develop over the border areas between East
Seoul and Gyeonggi-do. Figures 4 and 7 show that these
higher O3 deviations are associated with higher deviations in
biogenic isoprene emissions that occur due to the higher dif-
ference of BT area among the different PFT scenarios (e.g.,
the positive δBT area of MODIS (∼3.5km2) and the nega-
tive δBT areas of other PFTs (∼−3km2)).
Interestingly, the 9–10ppb of difference between CMAQ
O3 with the different scenarios, detected in the 30 June
2008 episode, is about 11% (i.e., [10ppb of CMAQ O3
difference]/[90ppb of CMAQ O3]×100). This corresponds
roughly to half of the maximum difference (i.e., 22%) es-
timated based on application of the MIR-OFP approach in
Sect. 3.4. As mentioned earlier in Sect. 3.4, this gap could
be the result of differences between the assumed CMAQ
atmospheric conditions for surface level O3 prediction and
the chamber simulation conditions for MIR estimation: the
O3 simulations were conducted for the period of May–June
2008 under much narrower distributions of NOx and tem-
perature in the atmosphere (domain-averaged NOx range: 0–
24ppb; domain-averaged temperature range: 6–26 ◦C) com-
pared to those of the chamber experiment for MIR devel-
opments (chamber environment NOx range: 150–1000ppb;
chamber experiment temperature: 22–43 ◦C) (refer to Ta-
ble B-1 in Carter, 2000b). This indicates that our CMAQ at-
mospheric conditions for photochemical O3 formation were
not fully developed to derive the maximum O3 reactivities
of BVOC emissions from different PFT scenarios. Thus, it
can be said that MIR-OFP approach is crucially dependent
on pollution episodes (Carter and Seinfeld, 2012).
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Figure 9. Spatial distributions of CMAQ O3 hourly deviations for each BVOC emission scenario and CMAQ mean O3 hourly concentrations.
The CMAQ mean O3 hourly concentrations are the averaged values of CMAQ O3 concentrations for the three PFT scenarios. These CMAQ
O3 concentrations are illustrated by the contour. The grey-hatched lines represent the temperature inversion zone.
The earlier discussions regarding MIR-OFP and the re-
sults in this section could have important implications for de-
signing and implementing biogenic emission estimation and
air quality management strategies in this region (the Seoul,
Gyeonggi, and Incheon Metropolitan Areas). For example,
as described in the literature (Zheng et al., 2009; Carter and
Seinfeld, 2012), the distributions of MIRs-OFPs for BVOC
compounds can be affected more dynamically by meteoro-
logical factors (e.g., wind direction, temperature, light inten-
sity, etc.) and the locations and magnitudes of source emis-
sions in this region. This discussion points out that devel-
oping region-speciﬁc reactivity scales for BVOC can be an
important tool to better characterize the impact of ozone pre-
cursor emissions on regional ozone formation mechanisms
and can support the O3 air quality management strategies in
this region. In this sense, an accurate BVOC inventory based
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on accurate PFT distribution information would be an essen-
tial prerequisite to yield appropriate MIR-OFP information
in this region.
3.7 Diurnal variation in the maximum difference
between the simulated O3
To investigate the more accurate impact of the different
PFT scenarios on CMAQ O3 prediction results, we con-
ducted a number of iterative adjustments for various input-
variable data sets (e.g., meteorological variables, boundary
conditions, anthropogenic NOx, and isoprene emissions) in
CMAQ simulations for June 2008. One of the most impor-
tant tasks was to ﬁx CMAQ-predicted NOx concentrations
at the level of observed NOx concentrations. We applied ob-
servation data for pollutants and meteorological variables to
support these tasks. In this work, we did not consider the spa-
tial variation of the adjustment factors because we assumed
that meteorological and chemical variables in the modeling
domain are systematically biased. Thus, we applied a com-
mon set of temporally varying adjustment factors to every in-
dividual modeling grid. Speciﬁc adjustment methods are de-
scribed in Appendix B, and the adjustments were conducted
in the following four steps:
1. Using averaged temperature and wind speed data from
11 meteorological monitoring stations (MET in Fig. 1b)
maintained by the Korea Meteorological Administra-
tion, we corrected meteorological inputs for MEGAN
biogenic emission and CMAQ modeling (i.e., tempera-
ture and wind speed). Every missing value in observa-
tion data was ﬁlled by data interpolation.
2. Boundary conditions (BCON) of the simulation domain
3 were adjusted by the hourly varying ratios of obser-
vations and corresponding CMAQ concentrations for
isoprene, NOx, and O3. Here, the CMAQ concentra-
tions represent the averaged values of the CMAQ sim-
ulations with the different PFT scenarios. This adjust-
ment was conducted once. Using the adjusted BCON,
we performed CMAQ simulations. Every missing value
in observation data was ﬁlled by interpolation.
3. Using the output from Step 2, we adjusted anthro-
pogenic emission species (isoprene and NOx) by apply-
ing the hourly varying ratios of observations and corre-
sponding CMAQ concentrations for isoprene and NOx.
After emission adjustment, we conducted CMAQ sim-
ulation. These emission adjustments and CMAQ sim-
ulations were conducted iteratively until the speciﬁed
criterion was satisﬁed. Although the optimal criterion
was NMB=0% , we set a relatively moderate criterion
because of the limitation of model computing time and
storage.
4. When the prespeciﬁed convergence criterion in Step 3
was satisﬁed, the anthropogenic isoprene emissions
were adjusted by use of a single ratio of the mean
observed isoprene concentration and corresponding
CMAQ mean isoprene concentration to make the
NOx /isoprene ratio derived from CMAQ predictions
closer to that from observations.
The result of Step 3 is shown in Fig. S3 in the Supplement.
After ﬁve iterative simulations applying hourly varying ad-
justment factors for emissions, the speciﬁed criterion was
satisﬁed by revealing that NMB of CMAQ NOx is approx-
imately −7.4 %. Furthermore, the corresponding MB (mean
bias in Eq. 5) of O3 for each PFT scenario and the mean
CMAQNOx /isopreneratioareshowninFig.S4aintheSup-
plement.
The result of Step 4 is shown in Fig. S4 in the Sup-
plement. Through four iterative simulations with averaged
adjustment factors for anthropogenic isoprene emissions, we
explored the variation of the MB of CMAQ O3 and the
CMAQ NOx /isoprene ratio (Fig. S4b–d and f in the Sup-
plement). Among four different simulations (Fig. S4b–d and
f), we chose the Fig. S4f simulation case for the remainder of
the investigation of the impact of the different PFT scenarios
on CMAQ O3 predictions because the CMAQ NOx /isoprene
ratio from the Fig. S4f case (=101.29) is closer to the ob-
served NOx /isoprene ratio (=101.28) compared with other
cases.
After the CMAQ-predicted NOx values and
NOx /isoprene ratio were adjusted by following the
procedure described above, we investigated the impacts
of the different PFT scenarios on CMAQ O3 prediction
results. As a result, diurnal distributions of simulated hourly
maximum O3 differences between different PFT scenarios
in subregions are shown in Fig. 10. This ﬁgure enables the
characterization of the periodic impact patterns in everyday
CMAQ predictions with different PFT scenarios in the study
domain.
In the subregions, the simulated maximum O3 differences
between different PFT scenarios have an asymmetric diurnal
distribution pattern (skewed to the left: lower tail is longer
than the upper tail). The maximum O3 difference values
in the range (of the whiskers) are low in the early morn-
ing (06:00a.m. to 09:00a.m.), rise gradually (reaching up
to 2ppb in the Choongcheong regions) during the day with
peaks at 05:00p.m. and then gradually decrease. Although
the extreme values (outside the range of the whiskers) of the
simulated maximum O3 differences similarly show an asym-
metric diurnal distribution pattern, these distributions have
relatively steeper variations, with peaks at 05:00p.m. at ap-
proximately 13ppb in the Seoul, Incheon, and Gyeonggi re-
gions.
The resultant high differences in the CMAQ 1h O3 predic-
tions with the different PFT scenarios could have important
implications for air quality decisions and human health stud-
ies. For example, the Korea O3 alert system provides a warn-
ing at 120ppb and an alarm at 300ppb for 1h O3, and the
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Figure10.DiurnaldistributionsofthemaximumO3 differencesbe-
tween different PFT scenarios in subregions derived from CMAQ
simulations. The CMAQ simulation was conducted after adjust-
ments of anthropogenic isoprene emission input under ﬁxed CMAQ
NOx at the level of observed NOx concentrations. Isoprene emis-
sion input adjustment was conducted to ﬁx the CMAQ predicted
NOx /isoprene ratio at the level of observed the NOx /isoprene ra-
tio (see Fig. S4 in the Supplement). For each hour of the day, the
boxes represent the range between the 25th and 75th percentile of
all maximum difference values for that hour across the simulation
period (1–30 June 2008) in the subregions. The line components in
boxes indicate the median values. The whiskers indicate the highest
(1.5× IQR (the interquartile range) of the upper quartile) and low-
est (1.5× IQR of the lower quartile) values and connect the extreme
points to the box.
Korea NAAQS (national ambient air quality standard) val-
ues for 1h O3 and 8h O3 are 100ppb and 60ppb, respec-
tively. In the short term, the highly biased forecasting (e.g.,
bias up to 13ppb) of high-O3 episodes may result in the in-
correct issuance of O3 alerts. Moreover, such inaccurate O3
forecasting may result in the suggestion of incorrect regula-
tory design values to O3 air quality decision supporting au-
thorities. Ji et al. (2011) reported that emergency hospitaliza-
tions for total respiratory disease increased by about 3% per
10ppb 24h O3 among the elderly. This result suggests a crit-
ical point at which chemistry transport modeling with highly
biased PFT distribution scenarios would predict highly bi-
ased O3 concentrations and subsequently provide mislead-
ing information for studying the relationship between O3 air
quality and human health outcomes.
Another point of concern is the impact from uncertain
meteorological variables, especially temperature. Figure 11
shows the deviation tendencies of the simulated BVOC emis-
sions and O3 concentrations as a function of temperature for
the three different PFT scenarios. KORPFT shows a com-
paratively gentle declining tendency for both δBVOC and
δO3 whereas the other two PFT scenarios show steeper in-
clining (MODIS) and declining (CDP) tendencies for both
δBVOC and δO3 as temperature increases. These diverging
tendencies can be expected to increase (i.e., positive bias for
MODIS and negative bias for CDP) as the weather warms
due to the seasonal change from early summer to midsum-
mer. Assuming ambient temperature increases due to climate
forcing in the future (IPCC, 2007), the use of different PFT
distribution data require much caution in terms of whether
uncertainties in O3 prediction results would be mild or se-
vere.
4 Conclusions
The CMAQ performance check suggests that all of three dif-
ferent PFT data sets are acceptable options for regulatory
modeling practices when evaluated as to hourly O3 concen-
trations based on the US EPA performance standards.
From the investigation of the δPFT areas and δBVOC
emission distributions for each PFT scenario (KORPFT,
CDP, and MODIS), similar patterns were clearly shown for
the PFT and BVOC emission distributions. Three PFT sce-
narios commonly showed that broadleaf trees (BTs) were
the most signiﬁcant contributor, followed by needleleaf trees
(NTs), shrub (SB), and herbaceous plants (HBs), to the total
BVOC emissions. Furthermore, isoprene from BTs and ter-
pene from NTs were recognized as signiﬁcant primary and
secondary BVOC species of interest in terms of potential O3
level increases in the study domain.
The effect of the observed lack of primary data (i.e., PFT
and LAI) on CMAQ 1h O3 predictions in many geographic
locations was noticeable. The lack of this data can cause spa-
tially mistaken CMAQ O3 prediction results. Thus, we sug-
gest that this issue of missing primary data should be recog-
nized as a current limitation of MEGAN biogenic emission
modeling and chemistry transport model O3 simulations, and
it must be resolved in the near future.
An LCR-GWR analysis with different PFT data (δO3 vs.
δPFTs) suggests that addition of BT, SB, and NT areas can
contribute to O3 increase, whereas addition of an HB area
contributes to O3 decrease in the domain.
An assessment of the prediction accuracy of the LCR-
GWR model ﬁts with each different PFT scenario showed
that the KORPFT provides the best explanations for the
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Figure 11. Divergence of the predicted hourly BVOC emissions and O3 concentrations with temperature change in the modeling domain.
Every displayed value of δBVOC and δO3 in this ﬁgure was derived from the hourly domain-averaged values of the MEGAN BVOC
emissions and CMAQ O3 concentrations for the three PFT scenarios (e.g., KORPFT, CDP, and MODIS). The temperature on the horizontal
axis in this ﬁgure represents averaged values of MM5-predicted ambient temperature.
relationship between PFT, BVOC emissions, and surface-
level O3 changes, followed by MODIS and CDP.
The temporally and spatially averaged effects of the dif-
ferent PFT distributions on CMAQ O3 simulation results
can be regarded as marginal because the usual difference of
CMAQ O3 simulations with different PFT scenarios is less
than 0.4ppb. However, the hourly and local impacts of these
are quite noticeable, showing occasional differences of O3
of up to 13ppb. The simulated maximum 1h O3 differences
between different PFT scenarios show an asymmetric diur-
nal distribution pattern (low by early morning, rising during
thedaytime,peakingat05:00p.m.,anddecreasingduringthe
nighttime) in the study domain.
Exponentially diverging hourly BVOC emissions and O3
concentrations were found as a function of temperature
change in our modeling domain. Thus, we conclude that the
PFT distributions could play the role of a large uncertainty
source in hourly O3 air quality modeling (or forecasting) that
supports air quality decision-making and human health stud-
ies. The higher the ambient temperature applied to air quality
simulation, the larger the likely bias related to PFT distribu-
tions.
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Appendix A: Speciﬁcations of OLS and LCR-GWR
A1 OLS (ordinary least square)
In the OLS approach, the relationship between the dependent
and independent (explanatory) variables is modeled as a lin-
ear function:
yi = β0 +
P X
j=1
βjxij +εi, (A1)
where yi is the ith value of the dependent variable, xij is the
ith value of the jth independent variable, the εis are inde-
pendent normally distributed error terms with zero means,
and βj must be determined from a sample of n data values.
Usually the OLS method is used to estimate the parameters
βjs. Using matrix notation this can be stated as
ˆ β = [XTX]−1XTy, (A2)
where X is an (n×(p+1)) independent variable data matrix,
y is an (n×1) dependent variable data vector, and ˆ β is the
column vector including the coefﬁcient estimates.
A2 LCR-GWR geographically weighted regression
with locally compensated ridge
A2.1 GWR (geographically weighted regression)
Brunsdon et al. (1996, 1998) developed the GWR (geograph-
ically weighted regression) technique by extending the OLS
model (Eq. A1). The GWR approach is preferred when re-
lationships between the dependent and explanatory variables
are expected to vary across the geographical domain. The ba-
sic form of the GWR model is
yi = β0(ui,vi)+
P X
j=1
βj(ui,vi)xij +εi, (A3)
where (ui,vi) is the spatial location of the ith observation,
β0(ui,vi) is the constant at location i, βj(ui,vi) is the local
regressioncoefﬁcientforthejthexplanatoryvariableatloca-
tion i, P is the number of explanatory variables, and the εis
are independently normally distributed random error terms
with zero mean and σ2 as common variance at location i.
A local OLS can be calibrated at any location i with data
close to location i given greater inﬂuence than data farther
away by spatial weighting observations according to some
kernel functions. The parameter estimation can be formu-
lated as
ˆ β(ui,vi) = [XTW(ui,vi)X]−1XTW(ui,vi)y, (A4)
where W(ui,vi) is an (n×n) spatial weighting diagonal ma-
trix, X is an (n×(p+1)) explanatory variable data matrix,
and y is an (n×1) dependent variable data vector.
A2.2 Bandwidth size
An optimum bandwidth can be determined by minimizing
some model goodness-of-ﬁt diagnostics (Loader, 1999), such
as the cross-validation (CV) score (Cleveland, 1979; Bow-
man, 1984) or a bias-corrected Akaike information criterion
(AICc) statistic (Akaike, 1973; Hurvich et al., 1998). De-
tailed information about these two methods can be found in
Brunsdon et al. (1998, 2000) and Fotheringham et al. (2002).
In this study, we calibrate GWR models by the CV approach.
A2.3 Spatial weight
The spatial weighting scheme W(ui,vi) is estimated with a
chosen kernel function based on the proximities between re-
gression point i and the N data point around it. A number
of kernel functions are available for spatial weighting. In this
study, we speciﬁed a Gaussian kernel. Its basic continuous
form is
wij = exp

−(d2
ij/h2)/2

, (A5)
where wij is the jth element of the diagonal of the matrix
W(ui,vi), dij is the distance between observation point j
and regression point i. The Euclidean distance was employed
for dij with planar coordinates. h is the kernel bandwidth
and controls the degree of distance decay. As the bandwidth
gets larger the weights approach unity and the local GWR
approaches the OLS.
A2.4 Local ridge regression
The signiﬁcant collinearity amongst the explanatory vari-
ables of a regression model can lead to a loss of preci-
sion and power in the parameter estimates. The measure of
collinearity includes matrix condition numbers and variance
inﬂation factors (VIFs). Generally condition numbers assess
collinearity for all explanatory variables together, whereas
VIFs consider each explanatory variable in turn. When con-
dition numbers are above 30 and VIFs above 10, collinearity
problems are suspected to be the cause (Belsey et al., 1980;
O’Brien, 2007).
The ridge approach (Hoerl, 1962; Hoerl and Kennard,
1970) to the collinearity problem modiﬁes Eq. (A4) by
adding a displacement to the leading diagonal of the design
matrix:
ˆ β(ui,vi) = [XTW(ui,vi)X+λI(ui,vi)]−1
XTW(ui,vi)y, (A6)
where λI(ui,vi) is the locally compensated value of λ at lo-
cation (ui,vi). Here, it is possible to specify λi such that the
localconditionnumberisbelowachosenthreshold(e.g.,30).
For a square symmetrical matrix V, the condition number is
deﬁned by κ(V) = εl/εm, where εl is the largest eigenvalue
of V and εm is the smallest (Gollini et al., 2013; Brunsdon et
al., 2012).
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A3 Model assessment diagnostics
A bias-corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) statis-
tic is usually used (Hurvich and Simonoff, 1998). AICc can
be determined from
AICc(h) = 2n loge(ˆ σ)+n loge(2π)
+n

(n+tr(S))
(n−2−tr(S))

, (A7)
where n is the local sample size according to the kernel band-
width h, ˆ σ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the stan-
dard deviation of the error term (i.e., ˆ σ2 = RSS/n, where
RSS is the residual sum of squares of the GWR model), and
tr(S) denotes the trace of the hat matrix S.
ThehatmatrixSistheprojectionmatrixfromtheobserved
y to the ﬁtted values, ˆ y (Hoaglin and Welsch, 1978), where
for GWR each row ri of S is
ri = Xi[XTWi X]−1XTWi, (A8)
where Xi is its ith row of the matrix of explanatory variables
X.
Since the size and sign of the AICc values are unrelated, a
reduction in AICc from the counterpart models can be used
as a key diagnostic of the model ﬁt.
Appendix B: Adjustments of CMAQ input variable data
B1 Meteorological variables and biogenic emissions
correction
METadj(i,t) = MET(i,t) ×

1+
O(i,t) −P(i,t)
P(i,t)

, (B1)
where MET is short for the meteorological variable data, O
is observation, P is prediction (here, MM5-MCIP output),
“adj” is short for the adjusted data, and i and t indicate me-
teorological variable and time (t = 1, 2, 3, ...,n hours), re-
spectively.
B2 BCON adjustment
BCONadj(i,t) = BCON(i,t) ×

1+
O(i,t) −P(i,t)
P(i,t)

, (B2)
where BCON represents boundary condition, O is observa-
tion, P is prediction (here, CMAQ output), and i and t indi-
cate pollutant species and time (t = 1, 2, 3, ...,n hours), re-
spectively.
B3 Anthropogenic emission adjustment
Eadj(i,t) = E(i,t) ×

1+
O(i,t) −P(i,t)
P(i,t)

, (B3)
where E is emission (here, SMOKE output), O is observa-
tion, P is prediction (here, CMAQ output), i and t are pollu-
tant species and time (t = 1, 2, 3, ...,n hours), respectively.
Criterion:−10% < NMB < +10%,
where NMB represents the normalized mean bias (see Eq. 6).
B4 NOx /isoprene ratio adjustment by changing
isoprene emission only
Eadj(ISOP) = E(ISOP) ×

1+
O(ISOP) −P(ISOP)
P(ISOP)

, (B4)
where EISOP is isoprene emission (here, SMOKE output for
isoprene), O(ISOP) is isoprene observation, PISOP is isoprene
prediction (here, CMAQ output for isoprene).
Criterion: P(NOx)/P(ISOP) ∼ = O(NOx)/O(ISOP).
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